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I. Write the words from the lesson which mean the 
following.  
 

a) to stir with great force- _____________________ 

b) form the boundary of; enclose - ____________________ 

c)   to stop someone speaking by saying or doing something - 

__________________ 

d) to make someone do or believe something by giving them a 

good reason to do it – _______________________ 
 

II. Write synonyms for the following words from the 
lesson.  Use a dictionary if required. 
 

a) thrilled - ________________________ 

b) whisked -________________________     

c) disrupt - _________________________ 

d) surround - ________________________ 
 

III.  Identify the spelling errors in the following sentence 
and correct them. 
 

Abdul taught that Chuskit had the write to go to school becuse 

he had lernt about it in his civics class. 
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